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EU
Fulfill the Grant Agreement!

EU Project Managers – diplomatic
caught between two chairs? 

The management of international multi-partner projects, their administrative implementation and supervision is a challenge.
Managers not only have to deal with the general project administration, several types and levels of communication, problem-
solving, leadership and context knowledge. They also have to guide and instruct the project partners. They have to motivate
scientists – which want to do science - to deliver administrative work but also have to account it towards the EU. They are mostly
employed be the coordinator, but have to ensure that also the coordinator is fulfilling her or his tasks.
These aspects could – possibly but not necessarily – lead to conflicts of interest, which might jeopardize the project.
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Which one would fit for you? For your coordinator? 
For your project partners?

Next to the general project challenges project managers need
to find their way within the consortium. This depends on the
distribution of tasks and responsibilities, but also on the
relationship with the coordinator and the consortium and the
consortiums´ perception of the role of a project manager.

Project management means also expectation management.
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Coordinator
Manage the project in time, accor-
ding to all rules and agreements, and
don´t bother me with administration!

Consortium
Support and guide us, but don´t
bother us with administration!

External Stakeholders
Make the project beneficial for us!

Expectations must be communicated clearly,
concisely, and adequately detailed, as they
influence the perception of a project and its
results. Perceptions vary personally and from
situation to situation. Mismatching of
expectations and perceptions can lead to
miscommunication, misunderstandings, and in
worst case jeopardize the project success.
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Regular contact 
and updates

Nothing heard from 
them for a long time, 
something must be 

wrong! 

Define communication 
channels and frequency to 

keep contact

Timely submission 
of deliverables 
and milestones

Deliverables and 
milestones are 

delayed. The project 
fails.

Define a realistic timeline, 
communicate where 

flexibility is necessary and 
monitor the risks of delay. 

Time to focus on 
science

Too much time 
spent with 

administration

Inform about administrative 
rules and obligations. 

Clearly define the purpose 
and even benefits.

Some examples
Expectation > Perception > Solution

High impact!
Nobody knows 

about our project!
Ensure high quality and an 
efficient dissemination and 

exploitation strategy.

Everything is 
possible!

Costs, time, 
resources and 
quality are not 

matching!

Only promise what´s 
realistic. Include all 

aspects into a Project 
Management Plan and 

revise regularly.


